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Automorphism groups of symmetric domains in Hilbert spaces form a natural
class of infinite dimensional Lie algebras and corresponding Banach Lie groups. We
give a classification of the algebraic category of unitary highest weight modules for
such Lie algebras and show that infinite dimensional versions of the Lie algebras
so(2, n) have no unitary highest weight representations and thus do not meet the
physical requirement of having positive energy. Highest weight modules correspond
to unitary representations of global Banach Lie groups realized in Hilbert spaces of
vector valued holomorphic functions on the relevant domains in Hilbert spaces.
The construction of such holomorphic representations of certain Banach Lie
groups, followed by the application of the general framework of Harish-Chandra
type groups in an appropriate Banach setting, leads to the integration of the Lie
algebra representation to a group representation. The extension of this theory to
infinite dimensional settings is explored.  1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Infinite dimensional Lie algebras and Lie groups play a role in connec-
tion with several areas of physics, in particular for the theories of quantum
fields. It was for example to describe the symmetries of the free boson field
that a certain infinite dimensional symplectic group was introduced
together with the metaplectic representation (cf. [BSZ92]). In this paper
we shall consider a natural class of infinite dimensional Lie algebras and
corresponding Banach Lie groups, namely the automorphism groups of
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symmetric domains in Hilbert spaces, according to the classification by
Kaup as Cartan domains of type I-IV (cf. [Ka83], see also [Up85] and
[GW72] for more details on these domains).
First we give a classification of the algebraic category of unitary highest
weight modules for such Lie algebras; here an important aspect is that of
the essentially different choices of orderings of the infinite root system,
extending earlier treatments of this problem by Natarajan [Nat94] (see
also [O188]). In particular we find the remarkable fact that the infinite
dimensional versions of the Lie algebras so(2, n) have no unitary highest
weight representations; a fact that has been known for representations of
scalar type. Note that the condition of having a highest weight corresponds
well with the physical requirement of having positive energy, as is evident
for example for the metaplectic representation. In our classification of the
unitary highest weight modules we use the corresponding classification in
the finite dimensional case (cf. [EHW83], [Jak83]) and an abstract result
which permits us to reduce the general situation to this one by an
appropriate inductive limit construction.
Via the Globalization Theorem II.5 these highest weight modules
correspond to unitary representations of global Banach Lie groups realized
in Hilbert spaces of vector valued holomorphic functions on the relevant
domains in Hilbert spaces. This is formulated as the main result in
Theorem IV.1 which is the analogue of the identification of the unitary
irreducible representations in the analytic continuation of the holomorphic
discrete series for the finite dimensional case. Since there is no PeterWeyl
Theorem for the infinite dimensional analogue of the maximal compact
groups in our setting, one cannot rely on admissibility methods; rather our
main tool is to study the reproducing kernels and identify the ones that are
positive definite. This was also the approach taken by Berezin [Be74] and
Shereshevskii [Sh77] in connection with quantization of the symmetric
domains; see also [O3 r80] and [Up86]. These references deal with the so-
called scalar case, where the Hilbert space consists of scalar valued func-
tions. Certain special cases of Hilbert spaces of vector valued functions on
the matrix ball of finite by infinite matrices have also been studied in
[NO97]. Since the infinite dimensional versions of the Lie algebra so(2, n)
have no unitary highest weight modules, the infinite dimensional Cartan
domains of type IV do not carry any unitary highest weight representation
of the corresponding automorphism groups, so we only have to consider
Cartan domains of types I, II, and III.
Our construction of the unitary highest weight representations on the
symmetric domains starts with a holomorphic representation of the com-
plexified stabilizer group whose holomorphic highest weight representa-
tions have been investigated in [Ne97]. The construction of these represen-
tations as holomorphic representations of certain Banach Lie groups
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should be considered as the first step in the process of integrating the Lie
algebra representation to a group representation. The second step then
consists in using the general framework of Harish-Chandra type groups (cf.
[Sa80]) in an appropriate Banach setting. Here we have restricted our
attention to highest weight representations, but since the holomorphic
representation theory of the stabilizer groups is not a type I representation
theory (cf. Example IV.9 in [Ne97]), it could as well be possible that there
exist interesting unitary representations in Hilbert spaces of holomorphic
functions on symmetric domains which are not highest weight representa-
tions; a phenomenon which in the finite dimensional case is ruled out by
the PeterWeyl Theorem for the stabilizer groups.
If D is a finite dimensional bounded symmetric domain, then one has
many natural Hilbert spaces of vector valued functions on D on which the
group Aut(D) of holomorphic automorphisms of D acts unitarily in an
irreducible fashion. Examples of such spaces are the Bergman space and the
Hardy space of the domain D, but there are many others. An important
feature of the finite dimensional theory is that if D is of tube type, then one
can use the unbounded realization of the domain D as a tube domain and
then use an inverse Fourier transform to realize the aforementioned Hilbert
spaces in a natural way as Hilbert spaces of square integrable functions on
a symmetric cone or on some of the boundary components of this cone
with respect to certain operator valued measures (cf. [RV76], [HiNe97]).
This theory has an extension to the infinite dimensional setting, where a
key technical point is the construction of such measures. Recall the meta-
plectic representation (cf. [Se78]), where one may use methods from prob-
ability theory to construct the isonormal distribution on a Hilbert space
and with this the inner product by integration. In the sequel [NO3 98] we
will also construct certain measures which implement the inner products in
our representation spaces.
I. HIGHEST WEIGHT REPRESENTATIONS OF INFINITE
DIMENSIONAL HERMITIAN LIE ALGEBRAS
In this section we describe the classification of all unitary highest weight
representations of the infinite dimensional ‘‘hermitian’’ Lie algebras
u(J1 , J2), sp(J, R) and o*(2J) for all positive systems and without the
assumption that the set J is countable. In fact, it turns out that not every
positive system does permit unitary highest weight representations, but we
describe exactly those that do. Moreover we show that for an infinite set
J the Lie algebras o(2J+1, 2) and o(2J, 2) do not have any non-trivial
unitary highest weight representations. Unitary highest weight representa-
tions of inductive limits of hermitian Lie algebras have also been
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considered by L. Natarajan in [Nat94], where the setting has been much
more special: It contains the classification in the case J=N for a specific
positive system corresponding to the natural order on N or its inverse,
and for the algebras u( p, )=u([1, ..., p], N), sp(, R), and so*(2)=
o*(2N). Some of the corresponding unitary group representations have
also been constructed by Ol’shanski@$ (cf. [O178]).
In Section III we will see how the unitarizable highest weight representa-
tions can be realized in a natural way in Hilbert spaces of holomorphic
functions on the bounded symmetric HilbertSchmidt domain on which
the corresponding restricted hermitian group acts by biholomorphic
automorphisms. In view of this correspondence, the case of scalar valued
Hilbert spaces which in turn corresponds to highest weight modules with
one-dimensional k-type (called scalar type modules) also has been dealt
with in [Sh77] and the special case u(, ) in [O3 r80]. Apart from these
references our classification seems to be new.
Using the concept of a group of Harish-Chandra type in the context of
complex Banach Lie groups, our setup can even be extended to encor-
porate the natural realization of the metaplectic representation of the
restricted infinite dimensional symplectic group (cf. [Se78]) and the corre-
sponding infinite dimensional version of Howe’s oscillator semigroup.
Unitary Highest Weight Modules of Inductive Limits
Definition I.1. (a) An involutive Lie algebra is a pair (g, V) of a
complex Lie algebra g and an antilinear involutive antiautomorphism
g  g, X [ X*. Note that for an involutive Lie algebra (g, V) the subspace
gR :=[X # g : X*=&X] is a real form which in turn determines the
involution.
(b) We say that the involutive Lie algebra (g, V) has a root decom-
position if there exists a maximal abelian V-invariant subalgebra h such that
g=h+ :
: # 2
g:,
where g:=[Z # g : (\X # h)[X, Z]=:(X) Z], and 2=[: # h*"[0] : g:{
[0]] is the corresponding root system. For ; # h* we put ;*(X) :=;(X*)
and we require, in addition, that ;*=; holds for all roots ;, i.e., all roots
are real valued on the space [X # h : X*=X] of hermitian elements in h.
Not that this condition is equivalent to Z* # g&: whenever Z # g:.
(c) If M is a subset of a real vector space, then we put N0[M] :=
m # M N0m. A subset 2+2 is called a positive system if
2=2+ _ &2+ and N0[2+] & &N0[2+]=[0],
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i.e., no non-zero sum of positive roots equals a sum of negative roots. This
requirement implies in particular that each positive system contains exactly
one root of each set [:, &:] and that 2+ & &2+=<.
(d) For a g-module V and ; # h* we write V; :=[v # V :(\X # h)
X } v=;(X )v] for the weight space of weight ; and PV=[; : V;{[0]] for
the set of h-weights of V.
(e) A non-zero element v # V* is called primitive (with respect to the
positive system 2+) if g: } v=[0] holds for all : # 2+. A g-module V is
called a highest weight module with highest weight * (with respect to 2+)
if it is generated by a primitive element of weight *.
(f) We call a hermitian form ( } , } ) on a g-module V contravariant
if (X } v, w)=(v, X* } w) holds for all v, w # V, X # g. A g-module V is said
to be unitary if it carries a contravariant positive definite hermitian form.
Proposition I.2. Let g be an involutive complex Lie algebra with root
decomposition and 2+ a positive system. Then the following assertions hold:
(i) For each * # h* there exists a unique irreducible highest weight
module L(*) and each highest weight module of highest weight * has a unique
maximal submodule.
(ii) Each unitary highest weight module is irreducible.
(iii) If L(*) is unitary, then *=**.
(iv) If *=** and v* # L(*) is a primitive element, then L(*) carries a
unique contravariant hermitian form ( } , } ) with (v* , v*)=1. This form is
non-degenerate.
Proof. [Ne97, Prop. I.3]. K
In this paper we will only have to deal with a quite specific class of Lie
algebras: Let g be a complex involutive Lie algebra with a root decomposi-
tion and 2+2 a positive system. We call a directed family (gj) j # J of
involutive subalgebras of g whose union coincides with g consistent with
respect to 2+ if the following conditions are satisfied:
(C1) gj is h-invariant.
(C2) hj :=h & gj is maximal abelian in gj .
(C3) 2+| hj & 2j 2
+
j .
Note that conditions (C1)(C3) do not refer to a ‘‘basis’’ of the positive
system in any sense. The following proposition reduces the classification
problem for unitary highest weight modules to the subalgebras gj .
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Proposition I.3. If (gj) j # J is a consistent family of subalgebras of g,
then the highest weight module L(*) of g is unitary if and only if all the
highest weight modules L(*|hj) for the subalgebras g j , j # J, are unitary.
Proof. [Ne97, Prop. I.5]. K
Definition I.4. In the following we will only encounter situations of
the type where all subalgebras gj are finite dimensional reductive Lie
algebras. Then all the root spaces g: turn out to be one-dimensional (cf.
[Ne97, Th. I.6(ii)]), and so we find a unique element : # h & [g:, g&:]
with :(: )=2. The root : # 2 is said to be compact if for Z # g:{[0] we
have :([Z, Z*])>0 and non-compact otherwise. We write 2k for the set of
compact and 2p for the set of non-compact roots. It can be shown that the
subspace k :=h+: # 2k g
: is a subalgebra of g such that kR :=[X # k :
X*=&X] is a ‘‘compact real form’’ in the sense that for each finite dimen-
sional involutive subalgebras of k, the corresponding real form is compact.
The small Weyl group Wk is the subgroup of GL(h) generated by all the
reflections s: : X [ X&:(X ) : , : # 2k . A positive system 2+2 is called
k-adapted if the set 2+p :=2
+ & 2p is invariant under the small Weyl
group Wk .
One easily derives the following necessary criterion for unitarizability
from considering the Lie algebra sl(2, C):
Proposition I.5. If L(*) is unitary, then
(i) *(: ) # N0 holds for each : # 2+k , and
(ii) *(: )0 holds for each : # 2+p .
(iii) If g acts faithfully on L(*), then the positive system 2+ is
k-adapted.
Proof. (i), (ii) For Z # g: and : # 2+ we have
*([Z, Z*])=([Z, Z*] } v* , v*)=( (ZZ*&Z*Z) } v* , v*)
=(ZZ* } v* , v*)=(Z* } v* , Z* } v*) 0.
This implies (ii) and *(: )0 for : # 2+k . The integrality follows from the
special case g=sl(2, C) (cf. [Ne97, Th. I.6(i)]).
(iii) Suppose that 2+ is not k-adapted. Then there exists a non-
compact positive root ; # 2+p and : # 2k with s: } ;  2
+. Let gj g be a
finite dimensional subalgebra containing the root spaces g: and g;, and
*j :=*|hj . Since g acts faithfully on L(*) which is the union of all highest
weight modules L(*j), we can choose j in such a way that g: and g; act
non-trivially on L(*j). Now the finite dimensional theory implies that at
least the portion of 2+j corresponding to the ideal of g j acting effectively on
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L(*j) is k-adapted (cf. [Ne98, Th. VI.2.34]). This contradicts s: } ;  2+,
and hence proves that 2+ is k-adapted. K
In the following we will use Proposition I.5 to restrict the class of those
positive systems and those highest weights that we have to consider if we
are merely interested in unitary modules. We note that condition (i) in
Proposition I.5 ensures that the irreducible highest weight module F(*) of
highest weight * of the subalgebra k=h+: # 2k g
: of g is unitary ([Ne97,
Th. I.6(i)]). From that we conclude that whenever this condition is
satisfied we can view F(*) as the k-submodule of L(*) generated by a
primitive element. We say that L(*) is of scalar type if F(*) is one-
dimensional.
Unitary Highest Weight Representations for u(J1 , J2)
Let J be a set divided into two disjoint subsets J1 and J2 . Then we con-
sider the complex Lie algebra gl(J, C) acting naturally on the pre-Hilbert
space C(J). We define a hermitian involution on C(J) by
{ } ej={ej&e j ,
j # J1
j # J2 .
Then { defines a natural hermitian form on C(J) and we thus obtain the
structure of an involutive Lie algebra on gl(J, C) given by X* :={X*{.
The real form corresponding to this involution is denoted u(J1 , J2).
Accordingly we have the sets of compact, resp. non-compact roots, given by
2k=[= j&=k : j{k # J1 or j{k # J2].
resp.
2p=[\(=j&=k) : j # J1 , k # J2].
From that one sees that Wk $S (J1)_S(J2) acts by finite permutations on the
sets J1 and J2 separately.
We want to describe all unitary highest weight representations of the so
obtained involutive Lie algebra with respect to the positive systems in the
root system 2. We know that the positive systems 2+ correspond to linear
orders P on the set J via 2+=[=j&=k : jOk] (cf. [Ne97, Prop. II.1]).
A highest weight module L(*) is unitarizable with respect to 2+ if and only
if this holds for all the highest weight representations corresponding to the
finite subsets FJ with F=F1 _ F2 , F1=F & J1 , and F2=F & J2 (cf.
[Ne97, Prop. I.5]).
In the finite dimensional case a necessary condition for the existence of
a non-trivial unitary highest weight representation is that the system 2+ is
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k-adapted which in our case means that F1 OF2 or vice versa. Hence we
may w.l.o.g. assume that our positive system 2+ corresponds to a linear
order on J for which J1 OJ2 which implies that
2+p =[= j&=k : j # J1 , k # J2].
We think of the highest weight functional * as a function * : J  R,
j [ *j , where *=j # J *j=j . Now the necessary conditions for unitarity of
L(*) (Proposition I.5(i),(ii)) are
(N1) *j&*k # N0 for jOk, j, k # J1 or j, k # J2 .
(N2) *j*k for j # J1 , k # J2 .
Let M :=inf *(J2) and m :=sup *(J1) and observe that Mm. We will
see below that the unitarity criterion will only concern the possible values
of the difference M&m. We assume that both subsets J1 and J2 are non-
empty, otherwise we are in the situation of the Lie algebra gl(J, C)
endowed with the standard involution corresponding to the real form u(J)
(cf. [Ne97]). From the existence of m and M, and (N1), we conclude that
on J1 the function * has a maximal value m and on J2 a minimal value M.
We put
p$ :=|J1 & *&1(m)|, and q$ :=|J2 & *&1(M)|.
Lemma I.6. If J is finite, n=|J |, p=|J1 |, q=|J2 |, p" :=p& p$, and
q" :=q&q$, then the highest weight module L(*) is unitary if and only if
M&m # [a, a+1, ..., b] _ ]b, [,
where
a= p"+q" and b"= p"+q"&1+min( p$, q$).
Proof. We may assume that J1=[1, ..., p] and J2=[ p+1, ..., p+q].
We consider the functional ‘ given by
‘=
q
n
:
j # J1
=j+
p
n
:
j # J2
=j .
If we consider weights of the form *+z‘, then the values of p$ and q$ do
not change with z, and the unitary modules are characterized by the two
values
&*red(# 1)=n&1&max( p$, q$) and
&*last(# 1)=n& p$&q$= p"+q"
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which characterize the ‘‘first reduction point’’ and the ‘‘last point of
unitarity’’ (cf. [EHW83, Th. 7.4]).
We also note that since #1==1&=n is the maximal non-compact root, we
have
&*(# 1)=*n&*1=M&m.
In view of [EHW83], it remains to show the formula for b:
b=n&1&max( p$, q$)= p+q&1&max( p$, q$)
=( p& p$)+(q&q$)&1+ p$+q$&max( p$, q$)
=( p& p$)+(q&q$)&1+min( p$, q$)= p"+q"&1+min( p$, q$).
Now the lemma follows from the meaning of *red(# 1) and * last(# 1). K
Proposition I.7. If the highest weight module L(*) of u(J1 , J2) is
unitary, then the numbers M :=min *(J2), m :=max *(J1), p" :=|J1"*&1(m)|,
and q" :=|J2"*&1(M)| are finite. If aJ :=p"+q" and bJ :=aJ&1+min( p$, q$),
then the highest weight module L(*) is unitary if and only if
M&m # [aJ , aJ+1, ..., bJ] _ ]bJ , [.
If J1 and J2 are infinite, then bJ=.
Proof. In view of Lemma I.6, we may w.l.o.g. assume that J is infinite. We
consider finite subsets FJ and the corresponding finite dimensional sub-
algebras u(F1 , F2)u(J1 , J2). A necessary condition for the unitarity of L(*)
is that
sup
F
aF=sup
F
( p"F +q"F )<.
This happens if and only if the sets J1"*&1(m) and J2"*&1(M) are finite. So we
assume this and define p" and q" as above. Now it suffices to consider only
those finite subsets FJ for which F1 :=F & J1 $J1"*&1(m) and
F2 :=F & J2 $J2"*&1(M). Then p"F= p" and q"F=q". If J1 and J2 are both
infinite, then
bF= p"+q"&1+min( p$F , q$F)
can be arbitrarily large. Hence we have no continuous part in the unitarity con-
dition and thus we see that L(*) is unitary if and only if M&m # p"+q"+N0 .
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If J1 is finite and J2 is infinite, then we may assume that J1 F and q$Fp$,
so that
bF= p"+q"&1+ p$= p+q"&1,
and we see that L(*) is also unitary if M&m>bJ= p+q"&1. If J1 is infinite
and J2 is finite, then we similarly see that L(*) is unitary if M&m>
bJ=q+ p"&1. This covers all cases. K
Corollary I.8. The highest weight module L(*) is of scalar type if and only
if p"+q"=0. In this case it is unitary if and only if M&m>min( p, q)&1.
We note that the finiteness of the numbers p" and q" implies for *j :=* |Jj ,
j=1, 2, that *j (Jj) is finite, hence that there exists an sj # R such that *j&sj|Jj
has finite support. For a discussion of the consequence for the corresponding
representation of gl(J1 , C)gl(J2 , C) we refer to [Ne97, Sect. III] and
Section III below. We see in particular that a possible configuration for the
ordered set (J, P ) is J=Z with J1=&N and J2=N0 . Theorem 4.2.12 in
[Nat94] covers the case of Proposition I.7, where (J1 , P )=([1, ..., p], )
and (J2 , P )=(N, ). We note in particular that Proposition II.2 above
shows that the necessary condition for unitarity given in [Nat94] is also
sufficient.
Finally we note that in the finite dimensional case the highest weight corre-
sponding to the Bergman space of the associated bounded symmetric domain
is given by M&m= p+q which is always infinite if J1 or J2 is infinite, so there
is no direct infinite dimensional analog of a Bergman space.
Unitary Highest Weight Representations for sp(J, R)
We assume that J1=J2 and consider the subalgebra sp(J, R) :=
u(J, J) & sp(J, C) (cf. [Ne97, Sect. VI). Its complexification g=sp(J, C) is an
involutive subalgebra of gl(J _* J, C),
h :=span [Pej&Pe&j : j # J]g
is a maximal abelian subalgebra for which we have a root decomposition with
2=[\2=j , \(=j\=k) : j{k, j, k # J]
(cf. [Ne97, Sect. VI]). Moreover
2k=[= j&=k : j{k # J] and 2p=[\(=j+=k) : j, k # J].
The small Weyl group Wk acts by all finite permutations on J. Hence a
positive system 2+ is k-adapted if and only if the corresponding subset
J+ :=[ j # J : 2=j # 2+]J (cf. [Ne97, Prop. VI.1]) coincides with J or <.
Thus we may w.l.o.g. assume that the positive system we consider is standard
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in the sense that J+=J. This means that there exists a linear order P on J
such that
2+k =[=j&=k : jOk # J] and 2
+
p =[=j+=k : j, k # J].
Then the necessary conditions for the unitarity of L(*) are *j&*k # N0 for
jPk (coming from the compact roots) and *j0 for all j # J (coming from the
non-compact roots) (Proposition I.5). We conclude in particular that * must
be bounded from above. We put
M :=max*(J), q :=|*&1(M)| and r :=|*&1([M, M&1])|q.
The special case (J, P )=(N, ) of the following proposition can also be
found in [Na94, Th. 4.4.2].
Proposition I.9. If r$ :=|*&1(]&, M&1[)| and q$ :=|*&1(]&,
M[)|, then the highest weight module L(*) is unitary if and only if
2M # &(r$+q$)&N0 .
Proof. If (J, P )=([1, ..., n], ) is finite, then the maximal non-compact
root is #1=2=1 with # 1=Pe1&Pe&1 . Moreover *(# 1)=&n+z (in the notation
of [EHW83]), and therefore [EHW83, Th. 8.4] shows that L(*) is unitary if
and only if
M=*(# 1) # ]&, b[ _ [b, b+ 12 , ..., a],
where
a=&n+ 12 (q+r) and b=&n+
1
2 (r+1).
Now assume that J is infinite. Then a necessary condition for the unitarity
of L(*) is that if F runs through the finite subsets of J and sp(F, R) is the corre-
sponding subalgebra of sp(J, R), then
inf
F
aF=sup
F
( 12 (qF+rF)&|F | )>&.
From
(qF+rF)&2|F |=(qF&|F | )+(rF&|F | )
we conclude that a necessary condition is given by |*&1(]&, M[)|<.
Now it suffices to consider only those finite subsets FJ for which
*&1(]&, M[)F, i.e., |F |&qF=q$ and |F |&rF=r$. Then
aF=&12 (r$+q$) and bF=&|F |+
1
2 (rF+1)=&
1
2 |F |+
1
2 (1&r$).
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Thus the numbers bF are not bounded from below, and therefore L(*) is
unitary if and only if 2M # &(r$+q$)&N0 .
Corollary I.10. The highest weight module L(*) is of scalar type if and
only if r$=q$=0. In this case it is unitary if and only if M # & 12N0 .
From the preceding proposition we see in particular that whenever L(*) is
unitary, the set *(J) is finite. The condition obtained by Natarajan in [Nat94]
corresponds to the special case where J=N is endowed with the reversed order
nOm if mn.
Unitary Highest Weight Representations for o*(2J)
Again we assume that J1=J2 and consider the subalgebra gR :=
o*(2J) :=u(J, J) & o(2J, C). Its complexification g=o(J, C) is an involutive
subalgebra of gl(J _* J, C),
h :=span[Pej&Pe&j : j # J]g
is a maximal abelian subalgebra for which we have a root decomposition with
2=[\=j\=k : j{k # J]
(cf. [Ne97]). Moreover
2k=[= j&=k : j{k # J] and 2p=[\(=j+=k) : j{k # J].
The small Weyl group Wk acts by all finite permutations on J. Hence a positive
system 2+ is k-adapted if and only if the corresponding subset
J+ :=[ j # J : (_k # J) =j\=k # 2+] (cf. [Ne97, Prop. VII.1]) coincides with J
or <. Thus we may w.l.o.g. assume that the positive system we consider is
standard in the sense that J+=J. This means that there exists a linear order
P on J such that
2+k =[=j&=k : jOk # J] and 2
+
p =[=j+=k : j{k # J].
Then the necessary conditions for the unitarity of L(*) are *j&*k # N0 for
jPk (coming from the compact roots) and *j+*k0 for all j{k # J (coming
from the non-compact roots) (Proposition I.5). We conclude in particular that
* is bounded from above.
Proposition I.11. If M :=max *(J), J is infinite, and the highest weight
module L(*) is unitary, then
p :=|*&1(M)|2 and p$ :=|*&1(]&, M[)|<.
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If these conditions are satisfied, then L(*) is unitary if and only if
M # & p$&N0 .
Proof. If J=[1, ..., n] is finite, then the maximal non-compact root
is #1==1+=2 with # 1 $=1+=2 . Moreover &*(# 1)=2n&3&z (in the nota-
tion of [EHW83]). To explain the classification result in [EHW83,
Th. 9.4], we have to distinguish two essentially different cases.
Case 1. |*&1(M)|=1. Then we put q :=|*&1(m)|, where m :=
max *(J"[1]). In the terminology of [EHW83] this corresponds to Q(*0) of
type su(1, q). In this case L(*) is unitary if and only if zq, i.e.,
*(# 1)=m+M3&2n+q
([EHW83, Th. 9.4]).
Case 2. |*&1(M)|>1. Then we put p :=|*&1(M)|2. In the terminology
of [EHW83] this corresponds to Q(*0) of type o*(2p). Then L(*) is unitary
if and only if
2M=*(# 1) # ]&, b[ _ [b, b+2, ..., a&2, a],
where
a=3&2n+2p&3=2( p&n) and b={2&2n+ p, p # 2N03&2n+ p, p # 2N0+1
[EHW83, Th. 9.4.]
Now we consider the case where J is infinite. We distinguish the same two
cases as for a finite set J.
Case 1. |*&1(M)|=1. Then *&1(M)=[ j0], where j0 is a minimal element
in J. We put q :=|*&1(m)|, where m :=max *(J"[ j0]). Then we obtain the
necessary condition
m+M3&2 |F |+qF3&|F |
for all finite subsets FJ containing j0 and at least one element j with *j=m.
Since F might be arbitrarily large, no * satisfies this inequality, and so we
obtain no unitary modules in this case.
Case 2. |*&1(M)|>1. We assume that F contains elements with *j=M.
Then aF=2( pF&|F | ) is bounded from below if and only if the set
*&1(]&, M[) is finite. Assume this and put p$ :=|*&1(]&, M[)|. Then
aF=&2p$. Moreover bF2&2 |F |+ pF2&|F | is not bounded from below.
Hence L(*) is unitary if and only if 2M # &2p$&2N0 , i.e., M # & p$&N0 . K
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Corollary I.12. The highest weight module L(*) is of scalar type if and
only if p$=0. In this case it is unitary if and only if M # &N0 .
We note that the case (J, P )=(N, ), i.e., N endowed with the reversed
order, is contained in [Nat94, Th. 4.3.2.]
Unitary Highest Weight Representations for o(2, 2J&2)
We pick an element j0 # J and consider the corresponding real form
gR :=o(2, 2J&2)o(2J, C). We further assume that |J |3. Then 2=
[\=j\=k : j{k # J] with
2k=[\(= j\=k) : j{k # J"[ j0]] and 2p=[\(= j0\= j) : j0 { j # J].
The small Weyl group Wk contains in particular all finite permutations of the
set J"[ j0]. Let J1 :=[ j # J : =j0+=j # 2
+]. If J1=J"[ j0], and j{ j0 , then
there exists k # J"[ j0 , j] so that
s=j+=k } (= j0+= j)==j0&=k .
Now the Weyl group invariance shows that =j0&=k # 2
+ for all k{ j0 , i.e.,
2+p =[= j0\=j : j0 { j # J].
If J1=<, then we similarly obtain 2+p =[&(= j0\=j) : j0 { j # J]. This
means that 2+p is unique up to sign. From now on we assume that we are in
the first case. In view of [Ne97, Prop. VII.1] we may further assume that
2+k =[= j\=k : jOk # J"[ j0]].
The necessary conditions for the unitarity of L(*) are *j\*k # N0 for
j0 O jOk (coming from the compact roots) and *j0\*j0 for all j{ j0
(coming from the non-compact roots) (Proposition I.5). We conclude in par-
ticular that * is bounded from above. We put M :=max *(J)=*j0 .
If J is finite, then we write J=[1, ..., n], and the maximal non-compact
root is #1==1+=2 with # 1 $=1+=2 . Moreover &*(# 1)=2n&3&z (in
the notation of [EHW83]). From the classification result in [EHW83,
Th. 10.4] we see that in all cases that occur (apart from the trivial represen-
tation), a necessary condition for unitarity is zn, hence that &*(# 1)=
2n&3&zn&3.
If J is infinite, this leads to the condition that if M, m are the two maximal
values of *, then &(m+M)|F |&3 for all finite subsets FJ. Therefore
there exists no non-trivial solution.
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Unitary Highest Weight Representations of o(2, 2J&1)
We pick an element j0 # J and consider the corresponding real form
gR :=o(2, 2J&1)o(2J+1, C). We further assume that |J |3. Then 2=
[\=j\=k : j{k # J] with
2k=[\=j , \(=j\=k) : j{k # J"[ j0]] and
2p=[\(= j0\=j) : j0 { j # J].
By the same argument as in the preceding paragraph we see that we may
assume that
2+p =[=j0\=j : j0 { j # J] and 2
+
k =[=j\=k : jOk # J"[ j0]].
The necessary conditions for the unitarity of L(*) are 12*j , *j&*k # N0 for
j0 O jOk (coming from the compact roots) and *j0\*j0 for all j{ j0 (com-
ing from the non-compact roots) (cf. Proposition I.5). We conclude in par-
ticular that * is bounded from above. We put M :=max *(J)=*j0 .
If J is finite, then we put J=[1, ..., n], the maximal non-compact root is
#1==1+=2 with # 1 $=1+=2 . Moreover &*(# 1)=2n&2&z (in the notation of
[EHW83]). From the classification result in [EHW83, Th. 11.4] we see that
in all cases that occur (up to the trivial representation), a necessary condition
for unitarity is zn, hence that &*(# 1)=2n&2&zn&2.
If J is infinite, this leads to the condition that if M, m are the two maximal
values of *, then &(m+M)|F |&2 for all finite subsets FJ. Therefore
there exists no non-trivial unitary highest weight representations.
II. INFINITE DIMENSIONAL GROUPS OF
HARISH-CHANDRA TYPE
The concept of a group of Harish-Chandra type that we will define
below will turn out to serve as a convenient general framework to deal with
large classes of representations in Hilbert spaces of holomorphic functions
(see [Sa80] for groups of Harish-Chandra type in the finite dimensional
setting). Our basic reference for holomorphic functions in infinite dimen-
sions is [He89] (cf. also Appendix III in [Ne98]).
Definition II.1. Let GR be a connected Banach Lie group which is a
subgroup of a complex Banach Lie group G whose Lie algebra is the com-
plexification g of the Lie algebra gR of GR . Suppose that there exists a con-
nected subgroup KR GR with Lie algebra kR and complex connected sub-
groups P\G with Lie algebras p\ such that g is a nilpotent p\-module,
i.e., there exists an n # N with (ad p\)n } g=[0], and p\ & z(g)=[0]. Note
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that the preceding conditions imply in particular that p\ are nilpotent Lie
algebras and that exp : p\  P\ is biholomorphic because Ad (P\) are
unipotent subgroups of Aut(g). Then GR is called of Harish-Chandra type
if the following conditions are satisfied:
(HC1) g=p&  kp+ is a direct sum of Banach spaces, p+=p&,
and [k, p\]p\.
(HC2) One has a holomorphic injection
P+_K_P&  G, ( p+ , k, p&) [ p+ kp&
which is a biholomorphic diffeomorphism onto its open image.
(HC3) GR P+KP& and GR & KP&=KR .
We will see in the following subsection that each of the infinite dimen-
sional analogs of hermitian groups are groups of Harish-Chandra type.
Lemma II.2. If GR is a group of Harish-Chandra type, then there exists
an open connected KR -invariant subset Dp+ such that
GR KP&=(exp D) KP& (2.1)
and the mapping D_(KP&)  GR KP&, (z, p) [ (exp z) p is a biholo-
morphic diffeomorphism.
Suppose that we have a group GR of Harish-Chandra type. We write
} : P+KP&  K
for the projection onto the middle component and ‘ for the projection onto
the left component. For z # p+ and g # G with g } exp z # P+KP& we define
g } z by
exp(g } z) :=‘(g exp z) and J(g; z) :=}(g exp z).
The function J is called the canonical automorphy factor of G. For g # G we
write g* :=g&1. If, in particular, g=(exp w)* # P&, then we set
KD(z, w) :=J((exp w)*, z)&1=}((exp w)* exp z)&1
whenever this expression is defined.
Lemma II.3. (a) If z # p+ and g$ } z and g } (g$ } z) are defined, then
(gg$) } z is defined and
J(gg$, z)=J(g, g$ } z) J(g$, z).
In particular J(g&1, g } z)=J(g, z)&1 for z # D and g # GR .
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(b) If g } z and g } w are defined, then KD(g } z, g } w)=J(g, z) KD(z, w)
J(g , w)*. Moreover
KD(w, z)=KD(z, w)*.
(c) The kernel KD is defined on D_D.
(d) If D is simply connected and G R , resp. K , denotes the simply con-
nected covering group of GR , resp. K, then the action of GR on D lifts to an
action of G R on D, and there exist unique lifts J : G R _D  K , and
KD : D_D  K such that (a) and (b) carry over to J and K D .
Proof. [Ne98, Lemma VIII.1.6]. K
Proposition II.4. Let (\, V ) be a holomorphic representation of K on a
Hilbert space V. Then the following assertions hold:
(i) If J\ :=\ b J , then the prescription
(?\(g) } f )(z) :=J\(g&1, z)&1 } f (g&1 } z) (2.2)
defines a continuous representation of G R on Hol (D, V). The subspace
V Hol (D, V ) of constant functions is invariant under the action of
K R :=(expG R kR), the representation of K R on this space is equivalent to
(\~ , V ) given by pulling \ back vial the natural homomorphism K R  K ,
k [ J (k, 0). Furthermore d?\(p+) } V =[0].
(ii) If, in addition, V is a Hilbert space and \ is involutive, then
K\ :=\ b K D is a hermitian B(V )-valued kernel on D. If this kernel is
positive definite, then (2.2) defines a continuous unitary representation of G
on the corresponding reproducing kernel Hilbert space HK\ Hol (D, V ),
where U(HK\) is endowed with the strong operator topology. If, moreover,
(\, V ) is irreducible, then the same holds for (?\ , HK\).
Proof. This follows by generalizing [Ne98, Prop. VIII.1.8] to the set-
ting of Banach Lie groups. K
Let GR be a Banach group of Harish-Chandra type and suppose that we
have given a directed set of subgroups GR, j , j # J, which are subgroups of
Harish-Chandra type in the following sense: We have inclusions for the
associated complex groups Gj /G, and kj=k & gj , p\j =p
\ & gj . We
further assume that the groups Gj , j # J, are finite dimensional and that
their union G, R := j # J Gj, R is a dense subgroup of GR . Then we con-
sider a holomorphic involutive representation (\, V ) of K which is an
inductive limit of holomorphic representations (\j , Vj) of the subgroups K j .
Since the union of the orbits Dj :=Gj } 0 forms a dense subset of D, and
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the kernel K\ on D is continuous, it is positive definite if and only if for
each j # J the kernel K\j on Dj is positive definite.
The following theorem explains how the algebraic information that a
highest weight module L(*) is unitary can be transfered to a global setting.
A key ingredient is the corresponding Globalization Theorem for the finite
dimensional case which we cite from [Ne98] for general groups. For the
special case of reductive groups it can also derived from the general
globalization theory of Harish-Chandra modules.
Theorem II.5. (Globalization Theorem). Suppose that all the represen-
tations (\j , Vj) are highest weight representations with highest weight
*j=*|hj and that the groups Gj, R are quasihermitian such that k j, R is a maxi-
mal compactly embedded subalgebra of gj, R satisfying the consistency condi-
tions (C1)(C3). Then the following are equivalent:
(1) The highest weight module L(*) of g :=j # J gj is unitary.
(2) All the modules L(*j), j # J, are unitary.
(3) All kernels K\j on Dj are positive definite.
(4) The kernel K\ : D_D  B(V ), where V denotes the Hilbert space
completion of the k highest weight module F(*)L(*), is positive definite.
Proof. (1)  (2): Proposition I.3.
(2)  (3): [Ne98, Th. VIII.2.4]
(3)  (4): This follows from the density of D in D. K
The domains D showing up in the following will be
D=[Z # B2(H& , H+) : &Z&<1]
or certain subdomains of this domain. Here H\ are Hilbert spaces which
always can be written as H+=l 2(J1) and H&=l 2(J2). If F j Jj are finite
subsets, j=1, 2, then
DF :=D & B2(l 2(F1), l 2(F2))
is a finite dimensional subdomain and the union of all these domains is
dense with respect to the HilbertSchmidt norm. Note that this density
property fails for the full matrix ball [Z # B(H& , H+) : &Z&<1] without
the HilbertSchmidt restriction. Of course any restriction to a Schatten
class would do, but the HilbertSchmidt restriction will turn out to be
the most natural one for Hilbert spaces of holomorphic functions (cf.
Section IV).
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III. AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS OF
BOUNDED SYMMETRIC DOMAINS
In this section we study the Banach groups of operators on a Hilbert
space which act by holomorphic automorphisms on infinite dimensional
Cartan domains of type I-III. Since we have already seen in Section I that
the infinite dimensional versions of the Lie algebra so(2, n) do not possess
unitary highest weight representations, we do not have to discuss the Lie
balls, i.e., the Cartan domains of type IV (cf. [Ka83]). Since Cartan
domains of type I are matrix balls and Cartan domains of type II, resp. III,
embed as the subdomains of skewsymmetric, resp. symmetric, matrices, the
essential point is the discussion of the groups acting on the type I domains.
The corresponding structure of the other groups is then obtained by
restriction.
It will turn out in Section IV that the natural domains for Hilbert space
of holomorphic functions on Cartan domains are not the whole Cartan
domains but rather their HilbertSchmidt versions. Furthermore, note the
fact that the associated unitary representations are cocycle representations
and the cocycles are not defined on the full automorphism groups of the
CartanHilbertSchmidt domains. So we also have to discuss the appropriate
class of real Banach Lie groups acting in our Hilbert spaces. This will be
done in the second part of this section.
Cartan Domains of Type IThe Group U(J1 , J2)
Let H be a Hilbert space, { : H  H a hermitian involution, and
H=H+ H& the eigenspace decomposition of {. The prescription
(v, w) [ ({ } v, w) defines a continuous hermitian form on H which is
positive on H+ and negative on H& . The group [T # GL(H) : T*{T={]
is called the corresponding unitary group.
We consider the model situation, where J is a set, J1 , J2 are two disjoint
subsets with J=J1 _* J2 , H+=l 2(J1), H&=l 2(J&), and H=l 2(J). Then
we write U(J1 , J2) for the corresponding unitary group of the hermitian
form defined by {. We write bounded operators on H :=H+ H& as
2_2-matrices.
Lemma III.1. An operator g=( AC
B
D) # B(H) is contained in U(J1 , J2) if
and only if
A*A=1+C*C, D*D=1+B*B, and A*B=C*D. (3.1)
For such an operator g the following assertions hold:
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(i) The operators A and D are invertible.
(ii) &BD&1&<1.
(iii) The operator g is hermitian with A and D positive if and only if
there exists Z # B(H& , H+) with &Z&<1 and
g= gZ :=\ (1&ZZ*)
&12
Z*(1&ZZ*)&12
Z(1&Z*Z)&12
(1&Z*Z)&12 + .
The operator gZ is positive.
Proof. A simple calculation shows that for g=( AC
B
D) the condition
g*{g={ is equivalent to (3.1).
(i) From the first two equations we see in particular that A*A
and therefore also A is invertible. A similar argument shows that D is
invertible.
(ii) It follows from (3.1) that 1=(D*)&1 D&1+(BD&1)* BD&1, so
that the invertibility of the first summand implies that &BD&1&2=
&1&(D*)&1 D&1&<1.
(iii) First one checks with (3.1) that gZ # U(J1 , J2). Next we note
that Z*(ZZ*)=(Z*Z) Z* which further implies that
(1&ZZ*)&12= :

&=0 \
&12
& + (&ZZ*)&
entails C=(1&Z*Z)&12 Z*=B* and thus g*Z= gZ .
Suppose, conversely, that g # U(J1 , J2) is hermitian with A and D
positive. Then C=B* and A, D are hermitian. From that it follows that
A2=1+C*C, D2=1+B*B, and BD&1=(CA&1)*. With Z :=BD&1 this
leads to 1=D&2+Z*Z, i.e., D=(1&Z*Z)&12 because D is positive, and
therefore B=ZD=Z(1&Z*Z)&12. Similarly we get A=(1&ZZ*)&12
and C=Z*A=Z*(1&ZZ*)&12, i.e., g= gZ .
To see that the operator gZ is always positive, we put
D :=\(1&ZZ*)
14
0
0
(1&Z*Z)14+
and observe that
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DgZ D=\ 1(1&Z*Z)14 Z*(1&ZZ*)&14
(1&ZZ*)14 Z(1&Z*Z)&14
1 +
=\ 1(1&Z*Z)14(1&Z*Z)&14 Z*
Z(1&Z*Z)14(1&Z*Z)&14
1 +
=\ 1Z*
Z
1+ .
That this operator is positive follows from
(DgZD } (v+ , v&), (v+ , v&))
=&v+&2+&v&&2+(Z } v& , v+) +(Z* } v+ , v&)
=&v+&2+&v&&2+2 Re (Z } v& , v+)
&v+&2+&v&&2&2 &Z& &v& & &v+&
&v+&2+&v&&2&2 &v& & &v+&=(&v+&&&v&&)20.
Since D is invertible, it follows that gZ is a positive operator. K
Proposition III.2. The group GR=U(J1 , J2) is a Banach Lie group
of Harish-Chandra type with respect to the data G=GL(H),
K=GL(H+)_GL(H&), KR=U(H+)_U(H&), and
gR={\ AB*
B
C+ # B(H) : A*=&A, C*=&C, B # B(H& , H+)= ,
g=B(H)
k={\A0
0
C+ # B(H) : A # B(H+), C # B(H&)=$B(H+)B(H&)
p+={\00
Z
0+ : Z # B(H& , H+)= .
Furthermore the corresponding mappings are given by the following formulas:
(i) ‘ \AC
B
D+=\
1
0
BD&1
1 +
(ii) } \AC
B
D+=\
A&BD&1
0
0
D+
(iii) g } Z=(AZ+B)(CZ+D)&1 for g=\AC
B
D+ .
(iv) D=[Z # B(H& , H+) : &Z&<1] is a Cartan domain of type I.
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(v) K(Z, W)=\1&ZW*0
0
(1&W*Z)&1+ .
(vi) J(g, Z)=\A&(AZ+B)(CZ+D)
&1 C
0
0
CZ+D+
Proof. The only condition required for a group of Harish-Chandra type
which is not easily seen from the definition is that GR P+KP&, but this
follows from the explicit formulas derived in the proof of (i), (ii) below.
(i), (ii) For W # B2(H& , H+), k1 # GL(H+), k2 # GL(H&) and U #
B2(H+ , H&) the relation
\AC
B
D+=\
1
0
W
1 + \
k1
0
0
k2 + \
1
U
0
1+
=\k10
Wk2
k2 + \
1
U
0
1+=\
k1+Wk2 U
k2 U
Wk2
k2 +
implies that
k2=D, W=BD&1, U=D&1C, k1=A&BD&1C.
For
‘ \AC
B
D+ :=\
1
0
W
1 + and } \
A
C
B
D+ :=\
k1
0
0
k2 +
we therefore get (i) and (ii). Since for g # U(J1 , J2) the operator D is inver-
tible, we see that GR P+KP&.
(iii) Now
\AC
B
D+ \
1
0
Z
1+=\
A
C
AZ+B
CZ+D+
implies (iii) whenever CZ+D is invertible. We claim that this is always the
case for &Z&<1 and g # U(J1 , J2). So let Z # D and g=( AC BD) . Note
that ggZ # U(J1 , J2) implies that ggZ=( A$C$
B$
D$) with D$=(CZ+D)
(1&Z*Z)&12. Since D$ is invertible (Lemma III.1(i)), the operator
CZ+D is also invertible. This shows that (iii) holds for each g # U(J1 , J2).
(iv) It follows from Lemma III.l (ii) that g } 0 is well defined with
&g } 0&<1. If, conversely, Z # B(H& , H+) with &Z&<1, then the hermitian
element gZ # U(J1 , J2) (Lemma III.1(iii)) satisfies gZ } 0=Z. This proves
(iv).
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(v) Observe that the complex conjugation _ in g satisfies
_ \00
Z
0+=\
0
Z*
0
0+ .
Hence we obtain from
\ 1&W*
0
1+ \
1
0
Z
1+=\
1
&W*
Z
1&W*Z+
the canonical kernel function
K(Z, W )=} \ 1&W*
Z
1&W*Z+
&1
=\(1+Z(1&W*Z)
&1 W*)&1
0
0
(1&W*Z)&1+
and since
(1+Z(1&W*Z)&1 W*)(1&ZW*)
=1&ZW*+Z(1&W*Z)&1 (W*&W*ZW*)
=1&ZW*+Z(1&W*Z)&1 (1&W*Z) W*
=1&ZW*+ZW*=1,
we get the simpler formula (v).
(vi) The canonical automorphic factor for the action of U(J1 , J2) on
D is given by
J(g, Z)=} \g \10
Z
1++=}\
A
C
AZ+B
CZ+D+
=\A&(AZ+B)(CZ+D)
&1 C
0
0
CZ+D+ . K
Corollary III.3. Each g # U(J1 , J2) can be written in a unique way as
g= pu with u # KR=U(J1)_U(J2) and a positive operator p= p*.
Proof. For g= pu as above we have g } 0= pu } 0= p } 0 and therefore
p= gg } 0 (cf. Lemma III.1(iii)) because the positivity of p implies the
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positivity of its diagonal blocks. Hence p and therefore u is uniquely deter-
mined by g.
If, conversely, g # U(J1 , J2) is given, then we put p :=gg } 0 and note that
p&1g } 0=0, which implies that u :=p&1g # KR . In view of the positivity of
p (Lemma III.1(iii)), this proves the existence. K
A different possibility to prove Corollary III.3 is to use the polar decom-
position of an invertible operator: That a positive hermitian operator p is
an element of U(J1 , J2) means that p{p={. If q := - p is its unique
positive square root, then {q{ is positive with square ({q{)2={q2{=
{p{= p&1, and therefore {q{=q&1, i.e., q # U(J1 , J2). This shows that for
each g # U(J1 , J2) the operator - g*g is also contained in U(J1 , J2), and
hence that U(J1 , J2) is stable under polar decomposition. If, in addition,
X=X* satisfies eX= p, then we conclude that e1(2n)X= p1(2n) # U(J1 , J2)
for each n # N, and hence that X # u(J1 , J2). Therefore we obtain the polar
decomposition of the group U(J1 , J2):
U(J1 , J2)=(U(J1)_U(J2)) exp([X # u(J1 , J2) : X*=X]).
Cartan Domains of Type IIIThe Group Sp(J, R)
Suppose that H=H+ H+ , i.e. H&=H+ and H+=l 2(J, C). Further
we consider the antilinear involutive isometry _+ of H+ given by
_+(j # J x jej)=j # J x jej , where (ej) j # J denotes the canonical orthonormal
basis. We write _(x, y)=(_+ } x, _+ } y) for x, y # H+ . Then the form
(v | w) :=(v, _ } w) is a continuous symmetric complex bilinear form on H.
For A # B(H) we write A :=_A*_ and note that
(A } v | w)=(_A*_ } v, _ } w) =(w, A*_ } v)=(A } w, _ } v)
=(v, _A } w) =(v | A } w).
We consider the groups
GR :=Sp(J, R) :=Sp(J, C) & U(J, J)
={g # U(J, J) : g \ 0&1
1
0+ g=\
0
&1
1
0+=
KR :={\A0
0
A&+ : A # U(H+)=
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with
gR={\ AB*
B
&A+ # B(H) : A*=&A, B=B=
g=sp(J, C)={\AC
B
&A+ # B(H) : B=B, C=C=
k={\A0
0
&A+ : A # B(H+)=
p+={\00
Z
0+ : Z=Z, Z # B(H+)= .
We further note that the inclusion sp(J, R)  u(J, J) is such that the
corresponding spaces p\ arise by intersection.
Lemma III.4. An operator g=( AC
B
D) # U(J, J) is contained in Sp(J, R) if
and only if
AD&C B=1 and BD=DB. (3.2)
Furthermore gZ # Sp(J, R) is equivalent to Z=Z.
Proof. We have
g \ 0&1
1
0+ g=\
A
B
C
D+ \
C
&A
D
&B+
=\A
C&CA
BC&DA
AF&CB
BD&DB+ .
From that the assertion follows because BD=DB means that BD&1 is
symmetric, which, in view of BD&1=(CA&1)*, is equivalent to the sym-
metry of CA&1, i.e., to CA=AC.
If gZ # Sp(J, R), then Z= gZ } 0=BD&1 is symmetric. If, conversely, Z is
symmetric, then the second relation in (3.2) is satisfied. Furthermore
AD&CB
=((1&ZZ*)&12) (1&Z*Z)&12&(Z*(1&ZZ*)&12) Z(1&Z*Z)&12
=(1&Z*Z)&12 (1&Z*Z)&12&(1&Z*Z)&12 Z*Z(1&Z*Z)&12
=(1&Z*Z)&1 (1&Z*Z)=1.
This shows that gZ # Sp(J, R) whenever Z=Z. K
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From the preceding lemma and Proposition III.2 one easily concludes
that Sp(J, R) is a group of Harish-Chandra type with the corresponding
Cartan domain of type III:
D=[Z # B(H+) : Z=Z, &Z&<1],
where the action of GR is given by Proposition III.2(iii). We get the kernel
function and the automorphic factor by restriction from U(J, J):
K(Z, W )=\1&ZW*0
0
(1&W*Z)&1+
and
J(g, Z)=\(CZ+D)
&
0
0
CZ+D+ .
Cartan Domains of Type IIThe Group O*(2J)
We define a new complex bilinear form ( } | } ) on H by (v | w) :=
(v, _ } w) , where _ } (x, y)=(_+ } y, _+ } x). We write
O(_, H) :=[g # GL(H) : (\v, w # H)(g } v | g } w)=(v | w)]
for the corresponding orthogonal group and o(_, H)=[A # B(H) : A=
&A] for its Lie algebra. Let
GR :=O*(2J) :=U(J, J) & O(_, H)
={g # U(J, J) : g \01
1
0+ g=\
0
1
1
0+=
and
KR={\A0
0
A&+ : A # U(H+)= .
Then
gR={\ AB*
B
&A+ : A # u(H+), B=&B # B(H+)=
g=o(H+)={\AC
B
&A+ : A, B, C # B(H+), B=&B, C =&C=
k={\A0
0
&A+ : A # B(H+)=
p+={\00
Z
0+ : Z=&Z, Z # B(H+)= .
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Lemma III.5. An operator g=( AC
B
D) # U(J, J) is contained in O*(2J) if
and only if
AD+CB=1 and BD=&DB. (3.3)
Furthermore gZ # O*(2J) is equivalent to Z=&Z.
Proof. The proof is almost the same as for Lemma III.4. One simply
has to change some signs. K
As a consequence of Lemma III.5 and Proposition III.2, the group
GR=O*(2J) is a group of Harish-Chandra type with the corresponding
Cartan domain of type II:
D=[Z # B(H+) : Z=&Z, &Z&<1]
and the formulas for the action of GR on D, the kernel function, and the
automorphic factor are the same as for Sp(J, R).
Smaller Groups Acting Transitively on D2
In the preceding subsection we have studied certain Banach subgroups of
the group GL(H) endowed with the norm topology. We will see in Section
IV that these groups are too big for many purposes. In particular they do
not act on the Hilbert spaces of (vector valued) holomorphic functions
one associates naturally to the unitary highest weight representations. This
has two reasons. Firstly these Hilbert spaces do not live on the full matrix
balls D, they live on their intersection with the space of HilbertSchmidt
operators, and second the representation of the corresponding action of the
inductive limit group K (the subgroup of those matrices k for which 1&k
has finitely many entries) only extends to the group K1 of those operators
k # K for which 1&k is a trace class operator. Below we will explain how
to model these two restrictions in an appropriate Banach space setting.
Again we write bounded operators on H=H+ H& as 2_2-matrices
and define
B :={\AC
B
D+ : \
A
0
0
D+ # B1(H), \
0
C
B
0+ # B2(H)= .
Writing X # B(H) as X=X++X& , where
X=\AC
B
D+ , X+=\
A
0
0
D+ , and X&=\
0
C
B
0+ ,
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the set B can be described as B=[X # B(H) : X+ # B1(H), X& # B2(H)].
From this description we also obtain a natural norm on the space B,
namely
&X&0 :=&X+&1+&X&&2 .
For the proof of Lemma III.6 below we will need the following estimates
for norms of operators (cf. [Ne98, Prop. A.I.7,9]):
&AB&2&A& } &B&2&A&2 } &B&2 , and
&AB&1&A& } &B&1&A&1 } &B&1 .
For X # B(H), A, B # B2(H) we further have
| tr(X AB)|&XA&2 } &B&2&X& }&A&2 &B&2
showing that &AB&1&A&2&B&2 (cf. [Ne98, Prop. A.I.10]).
Lemma III.6. The pair (B, & } &0) is a Banach-V-algebra.
Proof. For X, Y # B we have (XY )+=X+Y++X&Y& and (XY )&=
X+ Y&+X&Y+ . Hence
&XY&0=&(XY )+&1+&(XY )&&2
=&X+Y++X&Y&&1+&X+ Y&+X& Y+ &2
&X+&1 } &Y+&1+&X&&2&Y&&2
+&X+ & } &Y&&2+&X&&2 } &Y+&
&X+&1 } &Y+&1+&X&&2&Y&&2
+&X+ &1 } &Y&&2+&X&&2 } &Y+&1
=&X&0 } &Y&0 .
Further (X*)+=(X+)* and (X*)&=(X&)* imply that &X*&0=&X&0 ,
hence that B is a normed V-algebra with respect to & } &0 . It remains to
show that B is complete.
For X+=( A0
0
D) we have tr(X+Y )=tr(AA$)+tr(DD$) if Y=(
A$
C$
B$
D$) .
Hence
|tr(X+ Y)|&A&1 &A$&+&D&1 &D$&(&A&1+&D&1) &Y&
shows that &X+ &1&A&1+&D&1 . For Y=( A$0
0
0) we have
|tr(AA$)|=|tr(X+Y )|&X+&1&Y&=&X+&1 &A$&
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which gives &A&1&X+ &, and therefore &A&1+&D&12 &X+&
2(&A&1+&D&1). On the other hand &X&&22=&B&
2
2+&C&
2
2 for X&=(
0
C
B
0 ) .
These estimates show that as a topological vector space B is equivalent to
the direct sum of the four Banach spaces B1(H+), B1(H&), B2(H& , H+),
and B2(H+ , H&) and therefore complete. K
Next we consider the Banach-V-algebra B :=B_C obtained by adjoin-
ing an identity to B, i.e.,
(b, z)(b$, z$)=(bb$+zb$+z$b, zz$), (b, z)*=(b*, z )
and &(b, z)& :=&b&0+|z|. Then B is a Banach-V-algebra with identity. It
follows in particular that its group of units G(B) is an involutive complex
Banach Lie group. The Lie algebra of this Banach Lie group is simply
given by B and the exponential function is the usual exponential function
exp : B  G(B). Note that if H is infinite dimensional, then we can identify
the algebra B with the subalgebra B+C1 of B(H) and that the inclusion
map B  B(H) is continuous. It is clear that
B [X # B(H) : X& # B2(H)].
We have a natural complex linear homomorphism / : B  C given by
/(a, *)=* whose kernel is B. On the group level this means that
G1(B) :=ker (/|G(B))=G(B) & (1+B).
Remark III.7. Sometimes it is convenient to view the monoid 1+B as
the Banach space B endowed with the multiplication XVY :=X+Y+XY.
Then G1(B) coincides with the set of invertible elements in B with respect
to this multiplication.
Proposition III.8. The mapping
9 : G(B)  G1(B)_C*, (a, *) [ ((*&1a, 1), *)
is a biholomorphic isomorphism of involutive complex Banach Lie groups. On
the Lie algebra level the corresponding splitting is given by B $BC(0, 1).
Proof. From G(B)B_C* we conclude that 9 is a holomorphic
bijection of Banach Lie groups, where we consider the Banach group struc-
ture on G1(B) which is obtained by viewing it as an open subset of the
affine hyperplane 1+B in B.
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Next we note that 9 is a group homomorphism because
9((a, *) } (a$, *$))=((*&1(*$)&1 (*$a+*a$+aa$), 1), **$)
=((*&1a+(*$)&1 a$+*&1(*$)&1 aa$), 1), **$)
=9(a, *) 9(a$, *$).
Thus 9 is a biholomorphic isomorphism of complex Banach Lie groups.
The corresponding splitting on the Lie algebra level is a trivial con-
sequence. K
Now we turn to the subgroups of the group G(B). We consider the
following HilbertSchmidt version of the Cartan domains of type I which
is called a symmetric Hilbert domain of type I:
D2 :=[Z # B2(H& , H+) : &Z&<1].
Note that even though D2 is bounded in B(H& , H+) with respect to the
operator norm, it is not bounded in B2(H) if H+ and H& are infinite
dimensional. If one of these spaces is finite dimensional, then every
operator is HilbertSchmidt, and there is no additional restriction. For
|J2 |=1 we obtain in particular the unit ball in H+ :
D2 $[z # H+ : &z&<1].
If H&=H+ , then we accordingly obtain symmetric Hilbert domains of
type III and II:
D+2 :=[Z # D2 : Z
=Z] and D&2 :=[Z # D2 : Z
=&Z].
We have seen in Proposition III.2 that the group U(J1 , J2) acts tran-
sitively by holomorphic automorphisms on the open ball in B(H& , H+)
and similar statements hold for the groups Sp(J, R) and O*(2J). The
following subgroups will better suit our purposes:
U1(J1 , J2) :=U(J1 , J2) & G(B), Sp1(J, R) :=Sp(J, R) & G(B),
and
O1*(2J) :=O*(2J) & G(B).
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For GR :=U1(J1 , J2) the corresponding Lie algebras are given by
gR={\ AB*
B
D+ # B2(H) : A # u1(H+), D # u1(H&)= , g=B
k={\A0
0
C+ # B(H) : A # B1(H+), C # B1(H&)=
p+={\00
Z
0+ : Z # B2(H& , H+)= .
For the other groups one has the corresponding intersections.
Theorem III.9. The group U1(J1 , J2) acts transitively on D2 , Sp1(J, R)
acts transitively on D+2 , and O*1 (2J) acts transitively on D
&
2 .
Proof. Let Z # D2 and consider the operator
gZ :=\ (1&ZZ*)
&12
Z*(1&ZZ*)&12
Z(1&Z*Z)&12
(1&Z*Z)&12 + # U(J1 , J2)
used in the proof of Proposition III.2. From Z # B2(H& , H+), we conclude
that ZZ* # B1(H+) and Z*Z # B1(H&), and therefore
(1&ZZ*)&12&1 # B1(H+), (1&Z*Z)&12&1 # B1(H&),
Z(1&Z*Z)&12 # B2(H& , H+), and Z*(1&ZZ*)&12 # B2(H+ , H&).
This means that gZ # U1(J1 , J2), so that the assertion follows from
gZ } 0=Z.
The corresponding assertions on Sp1(J, R) and O*1 (2J) now follow from
Lemmas III.4 and III.5. K
Even though the group U1(J1 , J2) acts transitively on D2 , it is not a
maximal Banach Lie group acting transitively on D2 . Let { : H  H be the
hermitian involution from above and define
B{(H) :=[T # B(H) : [{, T] # B2(H)].
Then B{(H) is a Banach space with respect to the norm
&A&{ :=&A&+&[{, A]&2 (cf. [PS86, p. 80]) and which even turns it into a
Banach-V-algebra. From that it follows in particular that its group of units
GL{(H), the restricted general linear group, is a complex Banach Lie group.
Note that GL{(H)=GL(H) & B{(H) because A # GL(H) & B{(H)
implies that [A&1, {]=A&1[{, A]A&1 # B2(H).
One easily checks that the group U{(J1_J2) :=U(J1 , J2) & GL{(H)
also acts on the domain D2 , but the stabilizer of 0 is U(J1)_U(J2),
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whereas U1(J1 , J2)0=U1(J1)_U1(J2) is much smaller. A similar remark
applies to Sp{(J1 , J2) :=Sp(J, R) & GL{(H) and O*{ (J1 , J2) :=O*(2J) &
GL{(H) with respect to the action on D2 .
From the geometric point of view the group U{(J1 , J2) is the maximal
subgroup of U(J1 , J2) acting on D2 because g # U(J1 , J2) with g } 0=BD&1
# D2 implies that B # B2(H& , H+), and therefore (3.1) in Lemma III.1
shows that C # B2(H+ , H&), i.e., that g # U{(J1 , J2). We conclude that
U{(J1 , J2)=[g # U(J1 , J2) : g } D2 D2].
IV. REPRESENTATIONS IN SPACES OF
HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS
In this section we put the results obtained in Sections I-III together to
describe realizations of the unitary highest weight representations of the
inductive limits of hermitian simple Lie algebras. As we have seen in
Section I, only the Lie algebras gR=u(J1 , J2), sp(J, R) and o*(2J) have
non-trivial unitary highest weight representations.
In the first case we have k$gl(J1 , C)gl(J2 , C) and in the other cases
k$gl(J, C). In [Ne97] we have determined all unitary highest weight
representations of these Lie algebra with respect to the natural involution
V, and we also have described the natural Banach completions of the
corresponding Lie algebras and groups to which these representations
extend as holomorphic representations by bounded operators.
Let us first discuss the case gR=u(J1 , J2). In this case the highest weight
* : J  R is described by two functions *j : Jj  C, j=1, 2, which are the
highest weights of representations of k1 :=gl(J1 , C) and k2 :=gl(J2 , C). As
we have seen in [Ne97], there are holomorphic representations \*j of the
simply connected covering groups GL
t
1(Jj , C) of the groups
GL1(Jj , C) :=GL(l 2(Jj)) & (1+B1(l 2(Jj))).
Let M :=min*(J2) and m :=max*(J1). A necessary condition for the
unitarizability of the g-module L(*) is that the sets J1"*&1(m) and
J2"*&1(M) are finite (Proposition I.7). Hence the functions *1&m on J1
and *2&M on J2 have finite support.
The representation \*1 can be extended to a holomorphic representation
of a bigger complex group if and only if m=0 (cf. [Ne97]). Suppose that
this is the case. Then Proposition I.7 shows that M>0 whenever the
g-module L(*) is non-trivial because M=0 implies that
0=M&m|J1"*&11 (m)|+|J2"*
&1
2 (M)|,
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and therefore that *1=0=*2 whenever L(*) is unitary and m=M=0. We
conclude that the representation \*2 of GL
t
1(J2 , C) does not extend to a
bigger group.
For gR=sp(J, R) we recall from Proposition I.9 that the unitarizability
of L(*) implies that M :=max*(J) # & 12N0 and that *&M has finite
support.
For gR=o*(2J) we use Proposition I.11 to see that the unitarizability of
L(*) implies that M :=max*(J) # &N0 and that *&M has finite support.
In both case M=0 implies that the representation is trivial, and so we
see that the corresponding holomorphic representation of GL
t
1(J, C) does
not extend to a bigger complex group. For gR=sp(J, R) we further deduce
from M # 12Z that it factors through the two-fold covering of the group
GL1(J, C), and for gR=o*(2J) that it factors through the group
GL1(J, C).
This shows that in all cases the non-trivial representations do not extend
to the full complex Banach Lie group K endowed with the operator norm
topology.
We recall that the canonical automorphic factor for the action of
U(J1 , J2) on D is given by
J(g, Z)=\A&(AZ+B)(CZ+D)
&1 C
0
0
CZ+D+
(cf. Proposition III.2). The main point in replacing the group U(J1 , J2) by
the smaller group U1(J1 , J2) is that for g # U1(J1 , J2) we have
A&(AZ+B)(CZ+D)&1 C # 1+B1(H+)+B2(H+ , H&) B2(H& , H+)
1+B1(H+)
and for a similar reason CZ+D # 1+B1(H&). Hence the automorphic fac-
tor restricts to a map
J : U1(J1 , J2)_D2  K1=GL1(H+)_GL1(H&)
which is holomorphic in the second argument and lifts to a map
J : U 1(J1 , J2)_D2  K 1=GL
t
1(H+)_GL
t
1(H&)
with similar properties. Similarly the formula
K(Z, W )=\1&ZW*0
0
(1&W*Z)&1+
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for the canonical kernel function shows that to guarantee that K(Z, W ) #
1+B1(H) we have to assume that Z, W are contained in the smaller
domain D2 .
In the light of the preceding discussion, the formulas for K and J show
that to assign a sense to the kernel K\* :=\* b K , we have to restrict our
attention to the domain D2 , and for the cocycle J* := \* b J to make sense
we further have to restrict our attention to the groups
GR=U1(J1 , J2), Sp1(J, R), and O*1 (2J, R)
which we consider as Banach Lie groups of Harish-Chandra type. Since all
these groups have polar decompositions with unitary part KR=U1(J1)_
U1(J2) or U1(J), it follows that
?1(U1(J1 , J2))$Z_Z, and ?1(Sp1(J, R))$?1(O*1 (2J, R))$Z
(cf. [Ne97, Lemma III.5]). Furthermore the polar decomposition GR can
be lifted to a polar decomposition of G R .
From now on GR denotes one of these three groups and KR , K and G
denote the corresponding groups in the sense of Harish-Chandra type
groups. Further D denotes the corresponding domain D2 or D
\
2 in p
+.
After this justification of our setting, we may for a moment forget that
we are mainly interested in highest weight representations and consider a
holomorphic involutive representation (\, V ) of the complex Banach Lie
group K and put J\ :=\ b J . Then we obtain an action of GR on Hol(D2 , V )
by
(g } f )(Z)=J\(g&1, Z)&1 } f (g&1 } Z).
We define K\ :=\ b K and thus obtain a kernel function K\ : D2_
D2  B(V ). One of the most important questions in the representation
theory on spaces of holomorphic functions on D2 is for which representa-
tion \ of K this kernel is positive definite. For holomorphic highest weight
representations we obtain the answer from Theorem II.5:
In the following theorem a continous unitary representation of the real
Banach Lie group G R , resp. GR , means a strongly continuous unitary
representation, i.e., a representation which is continuous with respect to the
strong topology on the unitary group of the representation space, and not
a continuous morphism of Banach Lie groups.
Theorem IV.1. If (\* , V*) is a holomorphic involutive highest weight
representation of K , then the corresponding kernel K* :=K\* on D2 is
positive definite if and only if the highest weight module L(*) of gR is unitary.
In this case the action of G R on D yields a continuous irreducible unitary
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representation of G R on the reproducing kernel Hilbert space H* :=
HK* Hol(D, V*).
Proof. Since the Banach Lie algebra g contains the dense subalgebra
g which is an inductive limit of finite dimensional hermitian Lie algebras,
the first part follows from Theorem II.5.
The second part is an immediate consequence of Proposition II.4(ii). K
Now we discuss some special cases in detail. For GR=Sp1(J, R) we write
\* \A0
0
A&T+=\*(A),
where \* is the corresponding holomorphic highest weight representation
of GL1(J, C) or its twofold covering group. Then the formula for K shows
that the corresponding kernel on D is given by
K*(Z, W )=\*(1&ZW*) with cocycle
J*(g, Z)=\*((CZ+D)&T),
where the right hand side has to be interpreted appropriately because it
might be necessary to lift it to a covering group.
For *=&12 (considered as a constant function on J) we obtain a realiza-
tion of the even part of the metaplectic representation in Hol(D) with the
kernel
Keven(Z, W )=det(1&ZW*)&12 and the cocycle
Jeven(g, Z)=det(CZ+D)12.
For *==j0&
1
2 j =j , where j0 # J is a minimal element, we have
\*(A)=A&T det(A)&12 (cf. [Ne97, Rem. III.9(a)]) and thus we obtain the
odd part of the metaplectic representation in Hol(D) with
Kodd(Z, W )=det(1&W*Z)&12 (1&ZW*)&T
=det(1&W*Z)&12 (1&W*Z)&1.
The corresponding cocycle is given by Jodd(g, Z)=det(CZ+D)12
(CZ+D).
Now we turn to GR=U1(J1 , J2). Then \*=\*1 \*2 is a tensor product
of two holomorphic highest weight representations of the two factors of
K $K 1_K 2 , and Proposition I.7 gives an explicit condition on the func-
tions *1 : J1  R and *2 : J2  R for the kernel K* to be positive definite.
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For *1=m # R (the constant function on J1), we have
\* \A0
0
D+=det(A)m \*2(D)
leading to
K*(Z, W )=det(1&ZW*)m \*2(1&W*Z)
&1
=det(1&W*Z)m \*2(1&W*Z)
&1=\*2&m(1&W*Z)
&1.
Note that, in view of the fact that adding the same constant to both *1
and *2 has no effect on the kernel, we may w.l.o.g. assume that m=0.
Then K* is positive definite if and only if M&mq"+ p", i.e., Mq"=
|supp(*2&M)|.
Similarly we obtain for *2=M # R the kernel
K*(Z, W )=\*1(1&ZW*) det(1&W*Z)
&M=\*1&M(1&ZW*)
which, under the assumption M=0, is positive definite if and only if
m&|supp(*1&m)|.
In general we have M&mp"+q", i.e., M&q"m+ p", so that there
exists : # [m+ p", M&q"]. We put *$ :=*&:. Then *$1 :=(*1&:)0 and
*$2 :=0 (*2&:) lead to unitary highest weight representations because
m$=m&: & p" and M$=M&:q".
Hence
K*=K*$=K*$1 K*$2,
where both factors are positive definite kernels of the type discussed above.
As a very special case we see that for *=n # Z the kernel
K*(Z, W )=det(1&W*Z)n
is positive definite if and only if n0. For n=&1 the restriction of this
kernel to the diagonal operators with respect to an orthonormal basis, we
find the kernel
K(z, w)= ‘
j # J
1
1&znwn
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of the Hardy space discussed in [NO3 97]. Note that already even for the
scalar case the kernel K\ might be positive definite when restricted to the
‘‘diagonal matrices’’ even when it is not positive definite on D.
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